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Abstract
Logic programs with possibilistic ordered disjunction (or LPPODs) are a recently defined logic-programming
framework based on logic programs with ordered disjunction and possibilistic logic. The framework inherits the
properties of such formalisms and merging them, it supports a reasoning which is nonmonotonic, preference- and
uncertain-aware. The LPPODs syntax allows to specify 1) preferences in a qualitative way, and 2) necessity values
about the certainty of program clauses. As a result at semantic level, preferences and necessity values can be used
to specify an order among program solutions. This class of program therefore fits well in the representation
of decision problems where a best option has to be chosen taking into account both preferences and necessity
measures about information. In this technical report we study the computation and the complexity of the LPPODs
semantics and we describe the algorithm for its implementation following on Answer Set Programming approach.
We describe some decision scenarios where the solver can be used to choose the best solutions by checking
whether an outcome is possibilistically preferred over another considering preferences and uncertainty at the same
time.

1

Introduction

Logic programs based on answer set semantics [14] are usually considered expressive enough to address many
knowledge representation problems in Artificial Intelligence. In fact they have been regarded as the computational
incarnation of nonmonotonic reasoning. Answer set programming (ASP) is a form of declarative programming
towards complex combinatorial problems which has been applied in multiple areas such as product configuration
[18], planning [15] and diagnosis [1]. Its expressivity allows reasoning about incomplete information, but at the
same time their syntax is restrictive enough to allow the implementation of several efficient answer set solvers
such as dlv [12] and smodels [17]. However, with the increasing complexity of many type of qualitative decision
making contexts, answer set programs lack the capability to express preferences [3]. For this reason several ASP
extensions have been proposed to model preferences [9], showing how ASP can constitute an effective way of
solving indeterminate solutions, reasoning in terms of preferred answer sets of a logic program. One of these
extensions, which has its root in qualitative choice logic [4] is logic programs with ordered disjunction [5].
Logic programs with ordered disjunction (or LPODs) are extended logic programs augmented with an ordered disjunction connector × which permits to explicitly represent qualitative preferences in the head of ordered
disjunction rules [5]. Programs of this form can capture user qualitative preferences by means of ordered disjunction rules, represent choices among different alternatives and specify a preference order between the answer
sets through predefined comparison criteria. LPODs have been used in applications such as policy languages [2],
game theory [13] and user preference representation and reasoning [5]. The semantics of LPODs is implemented
by an efficient solver psmodels [5].
Although LPODs have shown to be an effective way to model preferences and to specify an order between their
outcomes, a priority order between the program clauses can only be specified by defining static meta-preference
relations between its preference rules. But in some realistic scenarios, where a knowledge discovery process may
retrieve uncertain information, it is desiderable to be able to capture and reason about uncertain knowledge to
define a priority order between preference rules in a dynamic way.
Logic programs with possibilistic ordered disjunction (or LPPODs) are a recently defined logic programming
framework based on logic programs with ordered disjunction and possibilistic logic [7] which join together in
only one formalism common-sense reasoning with qualitative preferences and reasoning under uncertainty. The
LPPODs syntax allows to specify qualitative preferences and to associate a priority order to ordered disjunctions
rules by means of necessity values according to possibilistic logic [11]. As a result at semantic level, preferences
and necessity values can be used to specify an order among program solutions. This class of programs fits well in
the representation of decision problems where a best option has to be chosen taking into account both preferences
and necessity measures about information. In [7] the semantics for this class of programs has been defined but
neither an algorithm nor a complexity study have been presented.
In this technical report we will study the computation and the complexity of LPPODs and we describe the
algorithm for its implementation. The algorithm considers the answer set semantics and the possibilistic stable
semantics [16] as building block and describes how LPPODs semantics can be computed using a possibilistic
program reduction and a possibilistic consequence operator which are a syntactic approach to compute the possibilistic answer set semantics of LPPODs. The LPPODs implementation will be able to compute the candidate
possibilistic answer sets and to check whether a given candidate is possibilistically preferred over another considering rules’ satisfaction degrees and rules’ necessity values at the same time. We present two possible applications
where the solver can be used and we compare the LPPODs representation with others such as possibilistic normal
logic programs and LPODs.
The technical report is organized as follows. After giving some background information of the basic concepts
involved (Section 2), we discuss in Section 3 the computation and the complexity of the LPPODs semantics. Our
main results in this section is that the LPPODs semantics is computable and we present the algorithm. In Section
4 we discuss two application scenarios and we show how the LPPOD implementation can be used to decide the
best options given the preferences and the necessity values associated to the program clauses. Finally with Section
5 we conclude the technical report.

2

Background

In this section we present the basic definitions we will use throughout the technical report. We assume that the
reader has familiarity with basic concepts of answer set semantics [14], possibilistic stable model semantics [16],
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and possibilistic logic [11].1

2.1

Logic Programs with Possibilistic Ordered Disjunction

We consider extended logic programs which have two kinds of negation, strong negation ¬ and default negation
not. A signature L is a finite set of elements that we call atoms, where atoms negated by ¬ are called extended
atoms. Intuitively, not a is true whenever there is no reason to believe a, whereas ¬a requires a proof of the
negated atom. In the following we use the concept of atom without paying attention if it is an extended atom or
not. A literal is either an atom a called positive literal, or the negation of an atom not a called negative literal.
Given a set of atoms {a1 , ..., an }, we write not {a1 , ..., an } to denote the set of atoms {not a1 , ..., not an }.
Logic programs with possibilistic ordered disjunction (LPPODs) are a recently defined logic-programming
framework based on logic programs with ordered disjunction (LPODs) and possibilistic logic [7]. LPODs are
extended logic programs with an ordered disjunction connector × which allows to express qualitative preferences
in the head of rules [5] and necessity values to the program clause themselves can be specified according to
possibilistic logic [11]. Given a finite lattice (Q, ≤), an LPPOD is a tuple of the form P := h(Q, ≤), N i where
N is a finite set of possibilistic ordered disjunction rules such as:
α : c1 × . . . × ck ← b1 , . . . , bm , not bm+1 , . . . , not bm+n
where α ∈ Q and ci (1 ≤ i ≤ k), bj (1 ≤ i ≤ m+n) are atoms. c1 ×. . .×ck ← b1 , . . . , bm , not bm+1 , . . . , not bm+n
is an ordered disjunction rule as defined in [5]. Please observe that an ordered disjunction rule uses the operator
× which means that if possible c1 , but if c1 is not possible then c2 and so on. When k = 1, the given clause is
called a possibilistic normal rule. A possibilistic normal program is a finite set of possibilistic normal rules. When
k = 1 and n = 0, the given clause is called possibilistic definite rule. A possibilistic definite program is a finite
set of possibilistic definite rules. Let P rogL−(Q,≤) be the set of all LPPODs with atoms from the signature L and
their possibilistic ordered disjunction rules evaluated in terms of the lattice (Q, ≤).
In a slight abuse of notation we will denote a possibilistic ordered disjunction rule r by α : c1 × . . . × ck ←
B + , not B − and sometimes by C × ← B + , not B − where C × = {c1 , . . . , ck }, B + = {b1 , . . . , bm } and B − =
{bm+1 , . . . , bm+n }. n(r) = α is a necessity degree representing the certainty level of the information described
by r. According to possibilistic logic, n(r) represents the least certainty value of the knowledge represented by r.
The projection ∗ for any possibilistic atom p is defined as p∗ = a.
A possibilistic atom is a pair p = (a, q) ∈ A × Q where A is a set of atoms and (Q,≤) a finite lattice. Given a
set of possibilistic atoms M , the projection of ∗ over M is defined as M ∗ = {p∗ | p ∈ M }. The projection ∗ for
a possibilistic ordered disjunction rule r, is r∗ = c1 × . . . × ck ← B + , not B − and the projection of ∗ over P is
defined as P ∗ := {r∗ | r ∈ N }. Notice that P ∗ is an LPOD.
Following the construction of the LPODs semantics [5], the semantics of LPPODs is defined by the following
syntactic reductions [7]:
Definition 1 [7] Let r = α : c1 × . . . × ck ← B + , not B − be a possibilistic ordered disjunction rule and M be
M
a set of atoms. The ×-possibilistic reduct r×
is defined by
M
r×
:= {α : ci ← B+ |ci ∈ M and M ∩ ({c1 , . . . , ci−1 } ∪ B − ) = ∅}

Definition 2 [7] Let P = h(Q, ≤), N i be an LPPOD and M be a set of atoms. The ×-possibilistic reduct P×M is
defined by
[
M
P×M =
r×
r∈N

Please notice that the ×-possibilistic reduct reduces an LPPOD to a possibilistic definite logic program. This
is an important reduction since the semantics of LPPODs can be computed using the possibilistic consequence
operator ΠTP which maps a set of possibilistic atom to another one until the fix-point ΠCn is found (from
possibilistic stable model semantics). Due to lack of space, the complete definition of ΠTP is omitted and we
cross-refer its definition to [7, 16].
Keeping in mind the syntactic reduction ×-possibilistic reduct and the fix-point ΠCn, the possibilistic semantics which captures LPPODs is defined as follows:
1A

comprehensive description of these concepts can also be found in [7, 8].
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Definition 3 [7] Let P = h(Q, ≤), N i be an LPPOD, M be a set of possibilistic atoms such that M ∗ is an
∗
answer set of P ∗ . M is a possibilistic answer set of P if and only if M = ΠCn(P×M ). SEMLP P OD (P ) is the
mapping which assigns to P the set of all possibilistic answer sets of P and the LPPODs semantics is denoted by
SEMLP P OD .
Once the possibilistic answer sets of an LPPOD have been identified, it is possible to associate a satisfaction
degree to each possibilistic answer answer set w.r.t. to each possibilistic ordered disjunction rule.
Definition 4 Let M be a possibilistic answer set of an LPPOD P . Then M satisfies the rule r = α : c1 × . . . ×
ck ← b1 , . . . , bm , not bm+1 . . . , not bm+n
• to degree 1 if bj 6∈ M for some j (1 ≤ j ≤ m), or bi ∈ M for some i (m + 1 ≤ i ≤ m + n),
• to degree j (1 ≤ j ≤ k) if all bl ∈ M (1 ≤ l ≤ m), bi 6∈ M (m + 1 ≤ i ≤ m + n), and j = min{r | cr ∈
M, 1 ≤ r ≤ k}.
By considering this satisfaction degree and necessity values of program clauses, the authors in [7] introduce a
possibilistic preference relation for comparing possibilistic answer sets. Such preference relation is defined in the
next section.

2.2

Transformation Rules for LPPODs and Possibilistic Preference Relation

In order to define a concrete criterion for selecting possibilistic answer set of an LPPOD, the authors in [7] define
a set of basic rewriting rules. These rewriting rules are a generalization of the rewriting rules introduced by Dix et
al. in [10].
Definition 5 [7] Let P and P 0 be LPPODs. The following possibilistic transformation rules are defined:
Possibilistic Contra: P 0 results from P by possibilistic elimination of contradictions (P →P C P 0 ) if P contains
a rule r = α : C × ← B+ , not B − which has an atom b such that b ∈ B + and b ∈ B − , and P 0 = P \{r}
Possibilistic Positive Reduction: P 0 results from P by possibilistic positive reduction P RED+ (P →P RED+
P 0 ), if there is a rule r = α : C × ← B+ , not (B − ∪ {b}) in P and such that b ∈
/ HEAD(P ), and
P 0 = (P \{r}) ∪ {α : C × ← B + , not B − }
Possibilistic Negative Reduction: P 0 results from P by possibilistic negative reduction P RED− (P →P RED−
P 0 ), if P contains the rules r = α : a ← >, and r0 = β : C × ← B+ , not (B − ∪ {a}), and P 0 = (P \{r0 })
Possibilistic Success: P 0 results from P by possibilistic success (P →P S P 0 ), if P contains a fact α : a ← >
and a rule r = β : C × ← B+ , not B − such that a ∈ B + , and P 0 = (P \{r}) ∪ {GLB{α, β} : C × ←
(B + \{a}), not B − }
Possibilistic Failure: P 0 results from P by possibilistic failure (P →P F P 0 ), if P contains a rule r = α : C × ←
B + , not B − such that a ∈ B + and a ∈
/ HEAD(P ), and P 0 = (P \{r}).
Let CS LP P OD be the rewriting system based on the possibilistic rewriting rules introduced in Definition 5. In
[7] it has been shown how these transformations are closed under the LPPODs semantics and that the rewriting
system CS LP P OD guarantees that the normal form of an LPPOD P (normCS LP P OD (P )) can always be reached
and it is always unique. In this way the following preference relation between possibilistic answer sets which
considers rules’ satisfaction degrees and rules’ necessity values at the same time is semantically consistent w.r.t.
the LPPODs semantics.
Definition 6 [7] Let P be an LPPOD, M1 and M2 be possibilistic answer sets of P , normCS LP P OD (P ) be the
normal form of P w.r.t. the rewriting system CS LP P OD . M1 is possibilistic preferred to M2 (M1 >pp M2 ) iff ∃
r ∈ normCS LP P OD (P ) such that degM1 (r) < degM2 (r), and @r0 ∈ normCS LP P OD (P ) such that degM1 (r0 ) >
degM2 (r0 ), and n(r) < n(r0 ).
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Figure 1: Possibilistic Semantics for LPPODs
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Computing the LPPODs Semantics

In [7] the semantics for this class of programs has been defined but neither an algorithm nor a complexity study
have been discussed and presented and such topics are covered in this technical report. Before doing this, it is
necessary to recall an important result obtained when the LPPODs semantics has been defined.
Proposition 1 [7] Let P = h(Q, ≤), N i be an LPPOD and M be a possibilistic answer set of P , then M ∗ is an
answer set of P ∗ .
The proposition defines a close relation between the LPPODs semantics and the semantics of its LPODs
classical part. The possibilistic answer sets of an LPPOD can in fact be computed by means of the LPODs
semantics [5] and the possibilistic stable model semantics [16]. This relationship is shown in Figure 1.
Such result leads to the following theorems which show how the decision problem of existence of a possibilistic
answer set of an LPPOD is computable and how it remains in the same complexity class as the decision problem
of the existence of an answer set of an LPOD.
Theorem 1 The LPPOD semantics is computable.
From computational theory it is well known that a function is computable if it exists an algorithm that can
calculate the function’s result in a finite number of steps. As the LPPOD semantics maps any LPPOD to the set
of its possibilistic answer sets, it can be represented as the function
SEMLP P OD : P rogL−(Q,≤) → 2A×Q
Hence, to prove Theorem 1 it is sufficient to find an algorithm that can compute the possibilistic answer sets given
an LPPOD P . The algorithm exists and it is described below.
Algorithm 1 SEMLP P OD
Input: An LPPOD P
Output: Partially Ordered Set of Possibilistic Answer Sets
PLP OD ← P ∗
M ← SEMLP OD (PLP OD )
while M =
6 ∅ do
M ← pop(M)
P M ← ΠCn(P×M )
push(PM, P M )
end while
PM ← sortP ossibilisticM odels(PM, P )
return PM
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According to the LPPODs semantics definition (Definition 3) a possibilistic set of atoms cannot be a possibilistic answer set of an LPPOD P , if its projection ∗ is not an answer set of the LPOD PLP OD . Therefore as a
first step, the projection ∗ is applied to an LPPOD to obtain the corresponding LPOD. In this way it is possible
to use the LPODs semantics (denoted by SEMLP OD ) to compute the set of answer sets (M) of PLP OD [5]. As
next step, for each answer set M ∈ M, the possibilistic consequence operator ΠTP×M is applied to compute the
corresponding possibilistic answer set P M of P (given by Cn(P×M )). The algorithm always terminates as the
consequence operator is monotonic and it always reaches a fix-point (Proposition 8 in [16]).
Another important result that can be obtained is that the complexity of SEMLP P OD remains in the same
complexity class of its classical part as stated by the following theorem.
Theorem 2 The problem of deciding whether an LPPOD has a possibilistic answer set is NP−complete.
As previously said, the computation of SEMLP P OD is based on the LPODs semantics and on the possibilistic
stable models semantics. Thus the SEMLP P OD complexity is related to the complexity of these two semantics.
It is known from Theorem 1 in [5] that the complexity of the LPODs semantics is NP−complete. As by the ×possibilistic reduction (Definition 2) we reduce the problem of computing possibilistic answer sets of an LPPOD
∗
to the class of possibilistic definite logic programs by means of Cn(P×M ) and by Proposition 9 in [16] we know
that this can be done polynomially from the moment an answer set M ∗ is provided, the complexity of the LPPOD
semantics is not significantly harder than the computation of the answer sets for LPODs. Therefore the complexity
for SEMLP P OD is NP−complete.
The theorems presented in this section are an important result as they permit to define a straightforward
methodology for the LPPODs semantics implementation. We aim to implement the solver in the next future.
In the next section we present two possible application areas which show the main features of our approach.

4

Possible Applications

LPPODs are class of logic programs which fit well in the representation of decision problems where a best option
has to be chosen taking into account both preference and necessity measures about knowledge. In this section we
will present the applicability of LPPODs in two different simple scenarios and how they relate to other ASP-based
knowledge representation formalisms such as possibilistic normal logic programs and LPODs.

4.1

Drug Treatment Decision

The first scenario considers the decision problem of a doctor who has to choose between two incompatible drugs
when treating one of her patient (taken from [16]).
Example 1 A patient suffering from two diseases (di1, di2) needs a medical treatment. Each disease can be cured
by one drug but the two drugs (dr1, dr2) are incompatible. If the patient is given drug dg1 then she is healed c1,
while if she receives dg2 she will be healed c2.
It would be interesting for the doctor to be able to evaluate what choice to do between these two treatments
which are incompatible. In the following we will see how the scenario can be encoded in three different way,
possibilistic normal logic programs, LPODs, and LPPODs respectively and we show how LPPODs can effectively
help the doctor in making a decision.
In [16] the authors address this problem by means of possibilistic normal logic programs where necessity
degrees associated to rules can be be taken into account to determine the level of certainty of each conclusion
allowing the doctor to compare them. The representation according to possibilistic normal programs is [16]:
Example 2 Let us consider a possibilistic normal logic program P modeling the scenario in Example 1.
r1 = 1 : dr1 ← di1, not dr2. r4 = 0.3 : c2 ← dr2, di2.
r2 = 1 : dr2 ← di2, not dr1. r5 = 0.9 : di1.
r3 = 0.7 : c1 ← dr1, di1.
r6 = 0.7 : di2.
It can be proved that the possibilistic normal logic program P has two possibilistic models {(di1, 0.9), (di2, 0.7),
(dr1, 0.9), (c1, 0.7)} and {(di1, 0.9), (di2, 0.7), (dr2, 0.7), (c2, 0.3)}. According to Nicolas et al. the doctor
should be able to decide which drug to give to the patient based on the necessity values associated to each atoms of
5

the possibilistic models (dr1 has a major necessity values than dr2, and also its efficiency looks more prominent).
But still the doctor is supposed to interpret these results.
An alternative way of representing incompatibility between decisions is by means of qualitative preferences
expressed in LPODs’ rules. For instance, the doctor decision problem can be captured in LPODs in the following
way:
Example 3 Let us consider an LPOD P 0 modeling the scenario in Example 1.
r1 = dr1 × dr2 ← di1. r4 = c2 ← dr2, di2.
r2 = dr2 × dr1 ← di2 r5 = di1.
r3 = c1 ← dr1, di1.
r6 = di2.
The LPOD representation leads to two answer sets {di1, di2, dr1, c1} and {di1, di2, dr2, c2} which happen not
to be comparable using any of the preference relations defined in [5]. However, if we consider the LPOD program
in Example 3 and associate to each of its program clause the necessity degrees of the possibilistic program in
Example 2, we obtain:
Example 4 Let us consider an LPPOD P 00 modeling the scenario in Example 1.
r1 = 1 : dr1 × dr2 ← di1. r4 = 0.3 : c2 ← dr2, di2.
r2 = 1 : dr2 × dr1 ← di2. r5 = 0.9 : di1.
r3 = 0.7 : c1 ← dr1, di1. r6 = 0.7 : di2.
As expected the LPPOD program has two possibilistic answer sets, M1 = {(di1, 0.9), (di2, 0.7), (dr1, 0.9), (c1, 0.7)}
and M2 = {(di1, 0.9), (di2, 0.7), (dr2, 0.7), (c2, 0.3)}, which correspond to the possibilistic answer sets of the
possibilistic normal logic program P . Moreover we can observe that M1∗ and M2∗ are answer sets of the LPOD
program P 0 (which is consistent w.r.t. Proposition 1). Let us consider the rewriting system CSLPPOD defined
in Section 2.2. It can be noticed that by applying the Possibilistic Success transformation rule we are able to
propagates the necessity values of the information about di1 and di2 to the possibilistic disjunction rules r1 , and
r2 . In this way we obtain the normal form of P 00 represented by:
Example 5 Let P100 be the LPPOD obtained by P 00 →P S P100 .
r1 = 0.9 : dr1 × dr2.
r4 = 0.3 : c2 ← dr2, di2.
r2 = 0.7 : dr2 × dr1.
r5 = 0.9 : di1.
r3 = 0.7 : c1 ← dr1, di1. r6 = 0.7 : di2.
The normal form P100 allows to apply the possibilistic preference relation to check whether there is a possibilistic
answer set which is the most preferred. Considering rules’ satisfaction degrees (degM1 (r1 ) = 1, degM1 (r2 ) = 2
and degM2 (r1 ) = 2, degM2 (r2 ) = 1) and rules r1 and r2 necessity values (n(r1 ) = 0.9, n(r2 ) = 0.7), it is not
difficult to see that M1 <pp M2 as n(r1 ) > n(r2 ) (M2 ≮pp M1 follows by Definition 6 as well).

4.2

User Recommendation With Uncertain Information

The second scenario aims to illustrate how the LPPODs solver can be used to implement the reasoning of a
simple recommendation agents which takes into account users preferences and certainty about the information
discovered in a simple knowledge discovery scenario (Figure 2). The system can be seen as a very simplified
version of the system architecture described in [6] whose aim is to provide personalized Semantic web-oriented
ubiquitous services to citizens and tourist. The system consists essentially of three types of agents: a personal
assistant agent collecting and representing user preferences in behalf of the user; a broker agent processing user
preference to suggest the best recommendation, and a crawler agent which retrieves information from an uncertain
database. In the following we will see how the scenario can be encoded using LPODs first and then LPPODs.
Let us imagine we want to model the following user recommendation scenario:
Example 6 A tourist visiting Barcelona is interested in getting some recommendations about restaurants in the
city. She normally prefers Mexican to Italian food if she does not have any information about Mexican and Italian
restaurants. Otherwise she may prefer to go to either a Mexican or Italian restaurant.
A natural way to represent user preferences is by means of this LPOD.
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Figure 2: Knowledge Discovery Scenario for User Recommendation
Example 7 Let us consider an LPOD P modeling the scenario in Example 6.
r1 : mex × ita ← not inf o(ita), not inf o(mex).
r2 : ita × mex ← inf o(ita).
r3 : mex × ita ← inf o(mex).
r4 :← mex, ita.
It can be proved that the LPOD P has two answer sets M1 = {mex} and M2 = {ita}, representing the possible
choices of the user, and according to the comparison criteria defined in [5] M1 is preferred to M2 as expected.
However, let us imagine that new information about the restaurants is discovered by the crawler agent. Then the
LPOD in Example 7 with the added knowledge the broker agent has to consider is:
Example 8 Let us consider the LPOD P 0 in Example 7 with new knowledge about restaurant added.
r1 : mex × ita ← not inf o(ita), not inf o(mex).
r2 : ita × mex ← inf o(ita).
r3 : mex × ita ← inf o(mex).
r4 :← mex, ita.
r5 : inf o(ita).
r6 : inf o(mex).
The LPOD P 0 still has two answer sets {mex, inf o(mex), inf o(ita)} and {ita, inf o(mex), inf o(ita)} but now
they are not comparable anymore as the satisfaction degrees prevent from achieving an order. In such a situation,
a mechanism that can express the priority between the preference rules of the LPOD is important. The authors
in [5] actually propose to introduce meta-preferences by defining a relation  on rules to define the preference
rules’ priority. However, this approach assumes to have a prior knowledge about which rules are more important
for the user. A natural question is whether it would be possible to discover the priority of the rules at run-time
considering the certainty about the new knowledge.
Hence, if we consider the LPOD program in Example 8 and associate to each of its program clauses necessity
degrees as the certainty about the information retrieved by a knowledge discovery process it is possible to induce
an order between the rule of the program. Let us imagine that the crawler agent retrieves some information about
Italian and Mexican restaurants.
Example 9 Let us consider an LPPOD P 00 extending P 0 with necessity values about the discovered knowledge.
r1 = 1 : mex × ita ← not inf o(ita), not inf o(mex).
r2 = 1 : ita × mex ← inf o(ita).
r3 = 1 : mex × ita ← inf o(mex).
r4 = 1 : ← mex, ita.
r5 = 0.8 : inf o(ita).
r6 = 0.5 : inf o(mex).
As expected the LPPOD program P 00 has two possibilistic answer sets, M1 = {(mex, 0.8), (inf o(mex), 0.5),
(inf o(ita), 0.8)} and M2 = {(ita, 0.8), (inf o(mex), 0.5), (inf o(ita), 0.8)}. If we consider the rewriting sys7

tem CSLPPOD and transformation rules →P RED− and →P S are applied, the normal form of P 00 can be obtained
where the necessity values are propagated to the preference rules:
Example 10 Let P200 be the LPPOD obtained by P 00 →P RED− P100 →P S P200
r2 = 0.8 : ita × mex.
r5 = 0.8 : inf o(ita).
r3 = 0.5 : mex × ita.
r6 = 0.5 : inf o(mex).
r4 = 1 : ← mex, ita.
The normal form P200 allows to use the possibilistic preference relation and considering rules’ satisfaction degrees
(degM1 (r2 ) = 2, degM1 (r3 ) = 1 and degM2 (r2 ) = 1, degM2 (r3 ) = 2) and rules r2 and r3 necessity values
(n(r2 ) = 0.8, n(r3 ) = 0.5), it is not difficult to see that M2 <pp M1 as n(r2 ) > n(r3 ) (M1 ≮pp M2 follows by
Definition 6 as well).

5

Conclusions

In this report we have demonstrated that the LPPODs semantics is computable and we the algorithm for its implementation following an ASP approach. We have demonstrated how the complexity of the LPPODs semantics
belongs to the same complexity class of its classical part, i.e. LPODs. This is an important result as it shows
that LPPODs yield a more expressive framework without preventing the semantics to become no computable.
We have presented two decision making scenarios in which the solver can be effectively used to choose the best
available option taking into account both preferences and priorities about preference rules encoded as necessity
values according to possibilistic logic. To the best of our knowledge, no other approaches able to reason about
preferences and uncertainty have been proposed yet.
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